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The cultural and existential crisis of exile entails, above all, an abolition of time and 

space, a location outside of their identity. In a sort of ”transculturality”, in Milan 

Kundera’s words, or, simultaneously, in two cultures at the same time. And the condition 

of exile, a wandering, remains the key status of the the writer, who is a traveler par 

excellence. A prophet that must carry into the world and into history his message, 

sentenced to mobility 

 

To open perspectives on the meaning of exile in literature, it is necessary to focus 

pluralization from a single country of origin and a single linguistic community in a territory 

of nations with a common political and sociological profile. Chances of being credible in 

these conditions, some generalizations increase considerably. John Neubauer even laments 

the lack of a comparative study of the phenomenon of literary exile, only able to reveal 

"analogies possibilities and alternatives", transgressing national boundaries, socio-political 

concept strict. From here - opportunity for a regional discussion on exile in Eastern Europe. 

A possible analysis revealing transnational exile and its literature could be that of 

Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Croatia and Serbia, including other 

countries that created the literature of exile, problematic conceptualizations of the same 

kind. Neubauer noted how the Russian Revolution of 1917, the East European or Hitler's 

Germany in the West, both exiles forced massive scale of the issue though these mutations 

is radically different from the purpose of the analysis itself. Expatriation Baltic and Balkan 

countries have involved small groups and their patterns were significantly different in the 

Baltics - the threat and actual Nazi occupation produced a massive retreat to the East, but 

only a negligible drain beyond the borders of the Soviet Union Since the Soviet 

reoccupation of their lands caused small but significant exodus, mostly oriented towards 

Sweden. And the Balkans, shows Neubauer, history has also determined differences. Are 

difficult to distinguish significant groups of exiles in Albania or in other countries of ex-

Yugoslavia. Bulgaria is the notable exception, only one exception, however. 

The name and the idea that transnational study areas exile comes from studies of 

Marcel cornice-Pope and John Neubauer, who placed it between words (the Cold War) - 

Eastern Europe and that (more ambiguous, involving the inclusion of Germany and Austria 
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), Central Europe, resulting in the expression of central-eastern Europe. A certain analogy 

to the exile motivations of these central-eastern European countries is immediately 

identifiable by a simple summary on the history of the last two centuries. None of these 

countries was not fully independent in the nineteenth century shows Neubauer, and in the 

process of national revival each of them went through a large-scale battle against one of 

the hegemonic powers that have forced writers to expatriation. Oppressors were, in the first 

instance, the Eastern and Western powers (Russia, Prussia, Austria), because, at a lower 

level, and the nations that fought for national liberation instinctively become, in turn, 

oppressive with populations their ethnic minority. Neubauer gives this example of 

Hungary, especially after it became the youngest member of the dual monarchy. 

Exile paradigm shift occurs, however, radically to inversion, with the collapse of 

Austria-Hungary at the beginning of World War I, when Hungary lost two thirds of its 

territory we have a number of countries - Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania Mare 

Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia - reînfloresc. This new constellation and 

withdrawal of European borders have generated an unprecedented phenomenon: millions 

of refugees, as people extradited and deported to create homogeneous national populations. 

World War II but the humanitarian crisis generates the highest proportions: late show 

Neubauer, millions of prisoners released from concentration camps, refugees and 

expatriates in the eastern parts of Europe wandering in refugee camps, while Western allies 

have managed to repatriate more than five of the seven million expatriates to September 

1945, the situation worsened in the east, due to the redrawing of borders that led to the 

voluntary expulsion become unwanted in their own country. Followed by red communist 

dictatorship in exile again recorded significant tributaries. For now, the problem is that of 

migration exile from dictatorship to democracy, therefore, the new geopolitics of the 

continent, from East to West. 

The major problem remains that of writers in exile public. The public have a native 

existential necessity for most writers. Immigrants and expatriates in Central and Eastern 

Europe could have, as a rule, remain as a reminder of their home. Which was also spent 

until a point. That until they became critical of totalitarian regimes that ruled them now 

destinies lost homeland. However, Neubauer notes, "books written in their native 

languages were lethal introduced back into their space Language - the practice of illegal 

books in exile was still possible since 1960, especially in Poland and, to a greater reduced 

in Czechoslovakia "and, I add, in Romania. 

Options chosen and destiny once entered in one direction, a sense of coherence to 

expatriates from the Eastern European communism swallowed, with the re-imposition of 

democracy in these countries of origin, so the time from 1990 and the whole problem 

appears imminent socio- cultural homelands in exile return home. Survivors often-tare half 

a century, almost, from 1945 until the end of 1989, at least now have the option to restore 

ties with the home country and even returning to it. But things are more complicated than 
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they seem. It appears that John Neubauer called phenomenon of "clash" between the 

cultural and the returning exiles in the country, those who claim to have lived, in turn, an 

"inner exile" as a protective stasis in totalitarian regimes. 

Somewhere in the vicinity of Emmanuel Levinas, Virgil Nemoianu, exiled himself 

speaks, in an article about Ernst Junger, of exile as "ground state of mankind, that from 

which all the other attributes of them. The writer says Nemoianu, human being shares this 

state. Wherever he was born, wherever you happen to live, he still remains an exile, 

banished temporarily as hoped. Where there has importance? "Here becomes obvious that 

exile is a fatal ontological status of the writer, with a metaphysical dimension and the 

energy fueling the conflict in time, causing suffering and history Redemptor claims. A 

search of a paradise but is required rebuilt as Vasiliu Eugene says, "has no goal, it is a 

journey, but a road to nowhere", littered with temptations legitimizing their identity 

through the construction of buildings act of compensating for imbalance proportions: 

"Increasing the size seems to be the sign of a dual process: either looking proportions and 

dimensions originating either new colony wants to give his account of the new status that 

he deserved exile, thus acquiring new edifice manifest role identity" 

Exile feed its grandiloquence identity so need an imaginary construct, emphatically, 

of his own subjectivity, able to compensate for his invisibility derived from his status 

ambiguous. Because he is, in his words Sorin Alexandrescu, "a man without a face, but a 

mask (southern, eastern, the Asian, African), no name, or one impossible to pronounce" 

grandiloquent satisfy itself after Nicoleta Salcudeanu two essential functions - "that the 

recovery of memory, the image of the heavenly Jerusalem - wrapped function then that of 

recovery of social visibility." And the paradox is inversely proportional to the rhetoric of 

this special memory visibility of their identity, which "expands somewhat emphatically, as 

the memory drops' 

As evacuation of time and space originating involving traumatic feeling of alienation, 

exile is a reflection of the perception platonic world but also it implies, as noted Nicoleta 

Salcudeanu, the script error, the previous chaos creation, retaining terror vacuum and 

disorder. E argument to find the projection of a long exile auroral's beginnings, recovering 

its experience is a fascinating and mesmerizing paradise, but the spectrum where there's 

prohibition and punishment. Feels like a sin, temptation will end this primordial realm 

inevitably melancholy reverie. 

No wonder that a writer exiled to declare emphatically Horia Vintilă author of the 

book "destroyer of time". Or at least heroic attempts to abolish this historic time alienating. 

While acknowledging that "I began my literary career as an enemy of my time. On the 

contrary. I was happy with my time and space in which I was born and bred "his books end 

up being" designed and carried out their time as friends of the people, allies do not have 

this utopia, but the reality of the future, which already there will need to be again (which it 

will be because there is already the sole purpose of having to be again). " 
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But being outside of time means a danger to the writer. He becomes the expression 

Nicoleta Salcudeanu of prisoner of time and a space, a prisoner of his identity. However, 

in such a posture, writing suffers from synchronization and can close in a passeisme loser. 

It's an option that "home paper" proves fatally, obsolete, undermining toil and even talent 

author. One even said Nicoleta Salcudeanu, using, unfortunately, even the example of 

Vintilă Horia: "Despite appearances polyglot of his writing Vintilă Horia of its illusory in 

Lightness trangresa time and space - historically and geographically - and real talent despite 

a cosmopolitan multicultural background arrogance (manifesting itself more in shape), he 

assumed the sacrifice răpunerii "rooting device" but was stuck in a same damaging 

passeisme (...) Vintilă Korea, Nicoleta conclude Salcudeanu remains, after all, a piece of 

the museum exodus of talent, an exhibit netted a false teleology " 

It is the extreme case of exclusive and passionate in cantonării identity in a cardboard 

squares that imagination it all configured, mechanical, fueling complexes and frustrations 

of utopia was enticing. He expressed both adaptation and therefore unable to accept 

separation from their native homeland. Cases of writers and artists who manage to integrate 

Western culture where exiles-sync creativity and granting the universal consciousness, 

beyond implicitly unique gravity center of the home country and accepting the multiplicity 

of centers able to simultaneously belong thereof. 

Or, mythology center and return to the golden age offers the prospect of exile only 

inevitable failure to overcome the crisis. Return to the beginning of time turns tragic exile 

in a misfit, unable to overcome their suffering from fund constraints keep him tied nostalgia 

origin. Nicoleta Salcudeanu postmodernity sees promise in this case the poor thinking and 

ethical weakness, the solution of a new way of perceiving the exile, the less tense drama 

from the present and history, offering Autoscope opening to their condition. So, to be really 

productive and provide aesthetic solutions exile involves an exploration of their identity, a 

genuine understanding of their own drama. 

What can itself experienced the pain and trauma release times ironic, playful 

nostalgia or relativity are dominant. Both versions of exile literature generates aesthetic 

perspective, though perhaps surprisingly, the second seems to be preferred in contemporary 

reception. In order to satisfy more than likely, a Weltanschauung of weightlessness, the 

flow of time, moving from geography and history of their existence a reality virtuality texts. 

It's the only way that postmodernity you approve of the exile, because he is, in fact, cut in 

line with weakening fundamentals relativization and countries of the world on which it is 

based. In any case, it seems to be most handy record of expatriation, at least not for postwar 

Romanian exile, and especially at the early years of totalitarianism, the prevailing 

understanding of the tragic loss of identity. In the words of Sorin Alexandrescu, Identity 

and rupture of a surprise eloquently: "The proper name is semantically void, not covering 

a story or a description (...) has not been in that no local history" is intended double identity 

that is not only "compromise diurnal night nightmares, inability to choose between memory 
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and anxiety present" An exile anxiety that has nowhere to run, since there is really no 

future: "He can not make long-term plans, he just has a feeling that today is still tolerated 

and may start than with our hands of accommodation designed to enhance tolerance. " 

Nicoleta's right Salcudeanu as quoting, to believe that the critic "only sees the glass 

half empty '. And this because exile is not only traumatic split, schizoid, doubling identity, 

but offers the chance of living in a privileged relation with otherness identity. Or, as she 

says, "so easy to browse, and increased speed, the distance between the Same and the 

Other" 

Existential crisis and cultural exile entails, above all, an abolition of time and space, 

a location outside of their identity. In a transculturality with Milan Kundera a period of 

time, simultaneously, in both cultures. And the condition of exile, a wandering, remains 

the key to the writer, who is a traveler par excellence. A prophet must go into the world 

and in history message sentenced to mobility. This condition prophetic revelation has even 

Virgil writing Ierunca when notes in a scrap Past years have the impression slipping 

shadow on the wall in a drawing rembrandtian world: "I think, he writes, that the prophets 

were born near walls as beggars and death row "A" man go ", says Nicole Salcudeanu, the 

writer is in his own vocation an eternal foreigner, which do not really any space or time 

and there is only the ability to transgress boundaries, to always stood against any 

stagnation, all forms of tradition and stability. Quote Nicoleta Salcudeanu, Guy Scarpetta 

very plastic sets provided continuous exiled writer as "on the one hand, he writes, there is 

language (and territory) than the Master, on the other, to write is to become minority of 

any minority, răzvătit unisonurilor against all, even against the differences and 

particularities. " 

Reviewing recent perspectives on the issue of exile, Nicoleta Salcudeanu notes, 

theme "theme uprooted attention, error, problem hospitality dwelling, the stranger, the 

other" derived "and individual experience, subjective expatriation of the many 

"philosophies involved in the debate. Indeed, in a first perspective to the exile, Emmanuel 

Levinas speaks of exile as a shelter, meaning to live "a recollection, a coming to himself, 

a retired home as a land of exile, in response to hospitality , an expectation, a human 

greeting "is a home that is all inauguralitatea the beginning, while the subject is" 

simultaneously outside and inside, he goes out to a close. " Once space left irreversibly 

privacy, it faces an exteriority that it deprives the form that they ensure familiarity, but still, 

however, for Levinas, to keep being rigorously defined, individualized, evidenced from 

now "as ongoing as effectiveness, influence , includes transitivity " 

Much more systematic Jacques Derrida's vision of hospitality, which insists 

otherwise, and the study of Human Salcudeanu Nicoleta going from Patria paper. 

Systematic and interesting at the same time, captures a unique concept of the difference 

between self and other - talk about authentic hospitality that prerogative only of the subject 

who knows himself deployment experience. "Perhaps the only one who knows what lack 
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of experience can provide home hospitality here," says the philosopher, then distinguishing 

between two opposite types of hospitality: the absolute, unconditional and, respectively, 

the imposed social pact, understood as a liability. It comes from the word antinomian nature 

hostis (guest, and enemy), and expresses the difference between giving hospitality to a 

stranger and an absolute other, lacking any form of identification and is not claim any 

legitimacy. This unconditional hospitality sacrifice any claim to assign an identity alien 

who becomes useless gesture logic. How useless is as shown Nicoleta Salcudeanu, 

conventional identity of name, nationality, the exiled writer that sits in the language to 

become as "sovereign, an absolute other." 

The author is even convinced that "if it were extrapolated discussion to the condition 

of being foreign and literature, Derrida would have subscribed (still floating on a wave of 

immodesty) my opinion that, at this point, it can tolerate a gap between human capital 

(subject to the rules of law) and writer, among other foreign and absolute. " 

Towards a generalized exile as a form of protest against perceived western traumatic 

reality, tend visions of Theodor W. Adorno and Jean Baudrillard. If Adorno's capitalist 

world is apparently fueled by leftist utopia reminescenţelor (from Lukacs Marx) an 

underworld dominated by consumerism and pragmatic spirit and hospitality is 

compromised by aggressive bourgeoisie, Baudrillard felt the full voracity exteriority 

("corrupted by signs' becoming a reality show of perversion, the distortion and stress) 

which compels interiority to turn into a "dark transcendence" and to undermine any sense 

of a hypothesis. Adorno ends up as a prophet of anarchism 70s of instinctive protest against 

any institutional form, but abolished at the same time, the hypothesis viability of any shelter 

of any identity security space. Hence the error in the form of a derivative by geography 

mutilated and gloomy perspective of reality. 

And yet, transitivity being, opposite rooting, fixity can not be seen just as fatal 

tragedy as blatant lack of finality. Because it is itself supported on a voltage-generating 

effect, able to provide interpretations of the nature of human existence as the passage 

through the world. Exile is not only a fatal stigma, a damnation to toil and haunting specter 

of failure, it also provides lucidity, objectivity, exteriority, browsing and evaluation facility 

distances, a certain fairness of relations with the world. For a writer, he not only provides 

a fertile background obsessive aesthetic - uprooting theme, with its implications of identity 

- but abolishes certain determinations destiny that give the work much easier chance of a 

jump in unversalitate. Naturally, only a perspective-tense up tramatizată on exile 

contextualizându it in terms of trans-national and weaker than the specificity of 

contemporary identity can try to approach truly unique features of writing in exile 

So how much is the history of Romanian literary exile's net surpassed as interest and 

cultural impact of modernity to post-December. In that broke and ultrarecentă history, the 

last time, evolution of literary exile during communism. Moreover, we tend to think that 

the new literary exile is really an important dimension of cultural discourse and writing 
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only genuine condition from the 50s, you start brain drain in the way of new anti-

totalitarian. Exile anti twentieth century is defined by difference rather than by continuity 

to the historical forms of alienation that Romanian literature has previously recorded. The 

major difference comes from scale emigration, but also emphasizing the political origins 

of it. In addition, as you climb the ladder of chronology, exile seems to heal the inferiority 

of a small marginal cultures, the perplexities and frustrations of all kinds compared with 

foreign writers and install more natural in cultures of adoption, succeeding pass the test of 

universality work. 

The first age of the Romanian literary exile as the beginnings of writing that even 

predominantly - Age chronicles of Miron Costin Grigore Ear, followed by forty-eighter 

exile, forced by the failure of the 1848 revolution, whose protagonists are Heliade-

Radulescu, Bolintineanu or Bălcescu and whose resorts are described in the book of Florin 

Feifer, Signs of Hermes. 

No less spectacular is exile "feminist" of prewar aristocracy, including figures like 

Elena Văcărescu, Anna de Noailles, Maruca Enescu Bibescu Martha, all famous for their 

literary alchemy friendships and worship mondenităţii. Through them, exile acquires 

Romanian cultural prestige and notoriety in the interwar period thereafter, and could 

reclaim the communist years, a tradition of nobility and some blazon. 

"Start" exile generation anti-war intellectuals who figure in the first wave of which 

are set in the West and the great names of the generation 30 - Eliade, Cioran, Eugene 

Ionesco, and Stefan Baciu, Vintilă Horia, Al. Cioranescu Aron Cotruş or Ierunca Lovinescu 

and Virgil. With them, exile is an options designed dictated by political reasons and begin 

to calibrate instruments militant preparing to launch the media assault on the communist 

regime in the country. The first wave of exiles and that which is anti sits in a balance still 

unstable, problematic cultural inferiority to the availability of adaptation to Western 

cultures. 

Even Lovinescu insists repeatedly that the facility would be moved from the 

Romanian culture in the French, the former interwar Bucharest to Paris the 50s. A Paris is 

not only a replica Dâmboviţa higher capital without crush grandeur as whole culture is 

perfectly homologous to the Romanian adoption of wars. Except that this emigration 

rhetoric relaxed, away from any hint of culture shock, it's blatant enough to be susceptible 

to bluff, to attempt to conceal a latent complex. On the writing and the whole cultural 

activity manifested by Monica Lovinescu moreover everywhere. A certain temptation 

equivalence is missing from the speech Monica Lovinescu, always keen to bring parts of 

the contemporary Romanian literature in French literature of the time, to reveal 

compatibility, complementarity, similarity. Comparative analyzes of land Shortwave treat 

her, in fact, a complex pathology of marginality repressed, small culture must by all means 

to legitimize conveniently in front of a large occcidentale cultures. 
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Otherwise, exile Monica and Virgil Lovinescu Ierunca not ever flirts with temptation 

overcome complex with the installation of de facto French and European culture. As 

already observed in the present study even states, both writers give up draft identities 

French writers, of some literary or academic careers in favor protestor will consume energy 

for forty years until the fall of communism in 1989, still more than a decade afterward. 

They are thus, some prisoners who volunteer a utopia free from dictatorship's Romania, 

Romania interwar European recaptured and placed back on its historic course naturally. 

And their exile express public protest radical, but radical built gradually over time as the 

prevalence increases ethical, cultural positions remaining in the world of literary texts and 

their contexts. 

After a period of relative stagnation in the 60s, when the illusion of "liberalization" 

measures induced Ceausescu's pro-Western, soothe exodus, following an acceleration 

unprecedented phenomenon with the introduction of theses dogmatic imperatives of July. 

That's when Romanian literary exile seems to be connected to the "age of exile of the 

world" with an expression of Norman Manea, Romanian expatriate writers for the first time 

managed to overcome all the traditional cultural inferiority and take advantage of the 

cosmopolitan vocation of literature Romanian, as evident during the first interwar 

modernity. 

"Last" and those who are exiled in the cultures performed transgression adoption 

adapting effortlessly, even as their identities seem to be determined by nationality, 

geography or history. Are writers left in the eighties or after 1989, the first exile is a chance 

to assert themselves in a culture that enables wide dissemination, benefiting from the 

service of international languages - otherwise the write casually, surpassing complex 

dependence oldest literary language of sensibility and creativity. Complex deconstruiseră 

you successful, in fact, the "classic" anti exile as Eugene Ionesco, EM Cioran and Mircea 

Eliade, especially in the work of the scientist. Writers like Al. Papilian or Herta Muller and 

more recently, Andrei Codrescu and Bogdan Suceava exile turns into an advantage and 

exploit the potentiality of meaning ambiguous identity of this condition. Each code builds 

a subjective as possible writing a personal formula which finds a place in the landscape 

heterogeneity of the new European culture times that of American culture. In addition, the 

most recent exiles speculating and writing new condition implemented in the virtual 

network, the Internet, transgressing the last reminiscences of geographic and temporal 

barriers. They are probably the first genuine citizens of the world a borderless literature, 

finding in writing a formula for extraordinary performance and robustness of identity that 

define their originality. 

Until them, but explosion known Romanian literary exile history of reception in the 

early years after the revolution, when exile is recovered diligently and literature moose 

workers in the country, in a commendable effort but deplorable principle that energy and 

that efficiency and naively expectations. In fact, everyone rushes in Romanian literature 
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fresh out of half a century of communism, to return exile literary history, but nobody really 

knows what to expect from it and nobody seems necessary and systematization this 

absorption difficult. Or, looking back with honesty, we must admit that it was a 

phenomenon of exile reintegration with the natural product of a natural magnetism, a return 

to a jelly original, nay, on the contrary, proved a more complex affair than it was in 

appearance and treated lightly, failed to produce sufficient polemical earthquakes that have 

stalled or stuck in the false points of incompatibility. 

Returning exiles inevitably connotes parable prodigal brother and that is why there 

is no way to avoid disturbance of pride and the outbreak of vindictive claims. Especially 

since no "risipitorii" symbolic turn pacifists like discipline, but communicate fatally only 

in dialect steep protest being hypercritical and exacting, indisposed to concessions. And 

delusions can only be of size, both for one and for the other. No former exiles or interns, 

arrogating to themselves, the most prominent moral of them, the quality of "inner exile" 

(which is in need of polemical counterpart foreign exiles) are not accustomed to watching 

the other's eyes, and with alone with their images in this discovery. 

Twenty years after the revolution and therefore the initiation of "recovery" vigorous 

anti exile, we can afford to offer a reconsideration relaxed, free from prejudices, the 

meeting Romanian literature in the country with that of exile and the outcome, even and 

part of their reunion project a single Romanian literature. About outcome might say it is 

still uncertain, because such a project integrator seems a false construct, utopian. 

Proposals to "solve" the problem of exile by "dismantling" of - ie by considering 

literature written in exile in the postwar period as Romanian literature and its annexation 

of the country in the history of literature seem unrealistic, however, superficial. For 

Romanian literature can not be understood in this century as one, but rather as a multitude 

of alternative literatures Romanian language or belonging to Romanian culture through 

thematic biographies contexts but maintain individuality ensuring Thus, variety, diversity, 

plurality aesthetics of truly European literatures. Among them, the literature in the country 

is only one alternative - indeed, the considerable quantity. 

And between alternative Romanian literature, like in this case Romanian literature 

written between that country and in exile, is necessary relief, a de-dramatize the 

relationship and alignment tolerance in a report in which prejudice and pride to be removed. 

It's not a business at hand, because exile, as I said, returning after 90 with a disarming twist 

controversy and criticism. For some, the appeal to negation is explained by the fact that the 

disease is the only treatment uprooted. This is the case of Cornel Ungureanu, who bluntly, 

seeing the dark side: "Exile is not only alienation but a defeat. A defeat that leaves open a 

number of injuries. Exile is due to these injuries, a disease. A disease which has its therapy. 

Negation is that seems the most effective therapy. " Except that patients are not only exiles 

in the therapy of negation, but, equally, and others, who have difficulty getting their 

message precisely because they expose their mirages, hard to overcome their illness. It's an 
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act of restoring ethics, which involves quite uncomfortable for some and for others to cause 

real conflicts. 

But Paul Goma, the Journal of inflammatory or Lovinescu and Virgil Ierunca 

uncomfortable with their pages of literary criticism and memoirs are not the only Eastern 

European exiles that goes in the box prosecution and harsh sentences pronounced against 

fellow. Witold Gombrowicz speaks of "weak sense of self" of the Poles, with a wall of self-

sufficiency that "glorifies people because we've given the Chopin, because we have Crue-

Sklodowska and Wawel as the Slowacki and Mickiewicz ( ...) brilliant! Exclaimed 

exasperated Gombrowicz, damn geniuses (...) - what I care about Mickiewicz? To me you 

are more important than Mickiewicz and neither I nor anyone else will not judge people 

according to Mickiewicz Polish or Chopin (...) even if you have a people so poor in sizes 

that your artists had major Tetmajera or Konopnicka, but you know you talk about them 

with the release of free men spiritually, to measure and not a răzăşii lucidity, but the world 

... then even Tetmajera would become for us a title of glory. " 

No different sounds pathetic appeals of Paul Goma, the reverse Guard or the 

Romanian Amnesia fueled when language vituperanţele become explosive, with plenty of 

frustrations and resentments toughest. Except that does not exclude challenging rhetoric 

love, a love that is expressed in fierce contortions discursive disappointment but still 

brotherly love. Certainly radicals do not lead to anything good and productive in this case: 

amplified beyond any limit they start writing its author sabotage it. Decode eased but a 

regime issued by the prejudices of the moment, texts like those of John Peter Culianu, the 

peak vitriol against defects Romanian culture, and still in full Ceausescu era, or earlier, 

anti-Romanian texts of an EM Cioran, he reveals an obvious patriotism, desperate and 

painful alike. 

However, exile literature can not be separated from his rhetoric and negationist 

protest. And this not only in Romanian literature, but from the origins of the dispute on the 

legitimacy of European exilelor. The first major controversy carried on ethical grounds on 

political exile by German intellectuals during fascism. But separation protest is not sine 

qua non of an evaluation of certain exponential lots. Because, once the counter slack 

resources, the prejudices and vanities, and once you accept the inherent relativity positions 

"force" of exile, protest side of exile literature itself becomes pure aesthetics, ideologized 

and recoverable ideal. Once silenced potential conflict of protest, the rest is literature. 
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